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ABSTRACT
To defeat ASLR or more advanced fine-grained and leakage-resistant code randomization schemes, modern software exploits rely on information disclosure to locate gadgets inside the victim’s code. In the absence of such info-leak vulnerabilities, attackers can still hack blind and derandomize the address space by repeatedly probing the victim’s memory while observing crash side effects, but doing so is only feasible for crash-resistant programs. However, high-value targets such as the Linux kernel are not crash-resistant. Moreover, the anomalously large number of crashes is often easily detectable.

In this paper, we show that the Spectre era enables an attacker armed with a single memory corruption vulnerability to hack blind without triggering any crashes. Using speculative execution for crash suppression allows the elevation of basic memory write vulnerabilities into powerful speculative probing primitives that leak through microarchitectural side effects. Such primitives can repeatedly probe victim memory and break strong randomization schemes without crashes and bypass all deployed mitigations against Spectre-like attacks. The key idea behind speculative probing is to break Spectre mitigations using memory corruption and resurrect Spectre-style disclosure primitives to mount practical blind software exploits. To showcase speculative probing, we target the Linux kernel, a crash-sensitive victim that has so far been out of reach of blind attacks, mount end-to-end exploits that compromise the system with just-in-time code reuse and data-only attacks from a single memory write vulnerability, and bypass strong Spectre and strong randomization defenses. Our results show that it is crucial to consider synergies between different (Spectre vs. code reuse) threat models to fully comprehend the attack surface of modern systems.
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• Security and privacy → Operating systems security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern systems have a large and complex attack surface determined by vulnerabilities in software (e.g., buffer overflows) and hardware (e.g., Spectre). To handle such non-trivial complexity, security researchers often partition the problem space in a number of disjoint threat models and devise mitigations to reduce the attack surface accordingly. In this paper, we show that this strategy ignores important synergies between the threat models, overestimating the effectiveness of mitigations and the resulting attack surface reduction. In particular, we focus on synergies between code-reuse [11, 74, 78, 80, 87, 91] and Spectre [43, 53, 65] threat models and present speculative probing primitives as part of the joint attack surface. For code reuse, our primitives show speculative execution can reduce the requirements for exploitation (to as little as a single buffer overflow) even in the face of strong randomization schemes. For Spectre, our primitives show memory corruption provides new opportunities to craft Spectre gadgets even in the face of state-of-the-art mitigations. Combined, these insights enable end-to-end exploitation using a single memory corruption vulnerability despite all advanced mitigations in both threat models.

Hacking blind. Memory corruption vulnerabilities are the cornerstone of modern software exploitation. Nevertheless, a single memory corruption vulnerability alone is insufficient to mount practical attacks against today’s systems hardened with widespread ASLR implementations [77], let alone against stronger leakage-resistant variants based on fine-grained code diversity and execute-only memory [13, 22, 23, 71]. Absent additional info-leak vulnerabilities that grant attackers arbitrary memory read primitives, attackers need to resort to probing primitives to hack blind. Traditionally, such primitives are used in BROP [10] or similar attacks [7, 30, 54, 79] to repeatedly probe the victim with controlled memory accesses. A major limitation of such attacks is that they trigger repeated, detection-prone crashes. They are also limited to crash-resistant victims, ruling out high-value targets like the kernel.

Side channels and Spectre. In the Spectre era, speculative execution vulnerabilities provide the attacker additional options to craft information disclosure primitives using side channels even in the absence of additional software vulnerabilities. Nonetheless, while Spectre [43, 53, 65] and other issues [15, 16, 61, 75, 94] are difficult
to mitigate completely in hardware, the industry has rolled out effective remedies for most practical attacks, rendering the remaining attack surface exceedingly hard to exploit. In this paper, we show it is possible to resurrect Spectre-style speculative control-flow hijacking primitives in a classic software exploitation scenario even on modern hardened systems. Nevertheless, directly exploiting such primitives to craft fully fledged Spectre disclosure primitives faces the same challenges of regular control-flow hijacking in the presence of arbitrary randomization schemes making the target gadget location in memory unpredictable.

**BlindSide.** We present BlindSide, a new exploitation technique at the convergence point of software and Spectre exploitation. BlindSide uses speculative execution to turn a single memory corruption vulnerability into powerful *speculative probing* primitives. These primitives leak information by observing microarchitectural side effects rather than architectural side effects such as crashes, bypassing strong leakage-resistant randomization defenses. The key idea of using a software vulnerability instead of indirect branch poisoning [53] or injection [90] also allows attackers to bypass all the deployed mitigations against speculative execution attacks.

Moreover, since crashes and the probe execution in general are suppressed on speculative paths, speculative probing cannot be detected by existing BROP-style defenses such as anomalous crash detection [35] and booby trapping [18, 23]. This allows blind attackers to stealthily probe for gadgets by speculatively executing them. For instance, we show attackers can use this strategy to blindly locate speculative arbitrary memory read gadgets. Such gadgets are already sufficient for code-oblivious code-reuse exploits [73, 91] and data-only exploits [44]. We further show the speculative nature of such arbitrary memory read gadgets allows them to directly read code even in presence of common software-based leakage-resistant randomization schemes [71], simplifying exploitation.

We demonstrate BlindSide attacks by means of a real-world buffer overflow vulnerability in the Linux kernel, a high-value, crash-sensitive target that so far remained well out of reach of BROP-style attacks. We use our single memory corruption vulnerability in a number of end-to-end kernel exploits, which implement speculative probing, collectively bypass a variety of randomization solutions (including the recent FGKASLR [4]) as well as version entropy (e.g., the Spectre gadget we blindly probe for is present in all the kernel versions in the past ≈ 5 years), and ultimately obtain full-system compromise. One of these exploits is the first data-only software exploit running entirely in speculative execution, leaking the root password hash from memory. We also consider possible defenses. As we have not been able to eliminate memory errors despite more than thirty years of research and speculative execution is essential to the performance of today’s general-purpose CPUs, we argue that the mitigation of BlindSide attacks is difficult.

The convergence of software exploitation and speculative execution attacks generalizes both. In particular, while current speculative execution defenses focus on attacks poisoning microarchitectural components such as the Branch Target Buffer (BTB) [53], the Return Stack Buffer (RSB) [65], or data buffers [90] to steer the control flow speculatively, BlindSide generalizes such control-flow manipulation to include traditional memory corruption. Similarly, it generalizes BROP-style exploitation to include microarchitectural side effects to leak information about memory contents.

**Contributions.** The contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We investigate how speculative execution amplifies the severity of common software vulnerabilities such as memory corruption errors by introducing *speculative probing* primitives.
- We showcase our primitives in BlindSide attacks, with end-to-end exploits that start from a simple buffer overflow, speculatively leak data to derandomize the kernel address space, and ultimately achieve leakage of sensitive data or arbitrary code execution. The source code for the exploits and demo videos are available at https://vusec.net/projects/blindside.
- As an optimization of our attacks, we present the first cross-domain Spectre attack based on the efficient *flush+reload* covert channel through the kernel’s physmap.
- We evaluate BlindSide against a variety of randomization solutions and Spectre mitigations and show that they are not effective.

## 2 BACKGROUND

### 2.1 Code-Reuse Attacks

Code-reuse attacks (CRAs) exploit memory corruption vulnerabilities, e.g., out-of-bound (OOB) writes, to control critical data such as a code pointer later used by the program. At that point, control flow is hijacked and redirected to a chain of gadgets (i.e., existing code fragments) that implement malicious payloads [11, 78]. In a privilege escalation scenario, attackers typically control (or exploit) an unprivileged application running on the victim machine and then use CRAs (or variations [44]) against the OS kernel.

To disrupt CRAs, KASLR in modern kernels randomizes the base address where code, data, and other memory areas are loaded at boot time. With KASLR, traditional exploitation attempts (usually) lead to kernel crashes. Successful kernel exploits now require an additional info-leak vulnerability to leak the base address of code, data, and even of certain objects storing the code-reuse payload [77]. However, even a limited (e.g., single function pointer) leak can reveal the location of all the other gadgets in the code.

To mitigate info leaks, efficient fine-grained randomization (FGR) schemes [4, 34, 57] randomize the code layout by re-ordering functions, basic blocks, or even the assignment of general-purpose registers [22, 23]. In response, researchers have devised so-called JIT-ROP attacks [80], which exploit info-leak vulnerabilities, to leak code, learn its layout, and craft a code-reuse payload just-in-time.

More recent *leakage-resistant* schemes implement execute-only memory (XoM) for the code region, using software instrumentation such as selective paging [6], pointer masking [13], and range checking [71] or a variety of hardware-based isolation features on commodity architectures [55], such as Intel MPX [71], MPK [40, 70], EPT [14, 22, 23, 32], split TLB [33], or ARM’s MMU/MPU built-ins [19, 59]. While these schemes prevent all reads from code memory pages, they are still vulnerable to advanced code-reuse attacks that only rely on code pointers leaked from data memory [73, 91] and data-only attacks that do not even require code pointer corruption or control-flow hijacking at all [44].

### 2.2 “Blind” Code-Reuse Attacks

“Blind” CRAs do not rely on info-leak bugs to divulge the location of gadgets. Instead, they exploit the target application’s crash resistance to probe its address space. For example, Shacham et al. [79]...
use a return-to-libc probing attack against the Apache web server to disclose the location of libc. Essentially, they repeatedly corrupt the return address of a vulnerable function, forcing the program to return to every possible address in search of a libc target, while the server recovers from crashes by spawning a new process.

Similarly, BROP [10] demonstrated blind return-oriented programming (ROP) attacks, i.e., a just-in-time CRA utilizing gadgets ending in function returns. BROP blindly probes for certain types of (ROP) gadgets instead of whole functions, by observing signals like crashes, hangs and other behavior. CROP [30, 54] demonstrates similar attacks on cache-resistant client programs, using arbitrary memory read/write probes. However, where such attacks only apply to cache-resistant code, we target the crash sensitive kernel.

2.3 Cache Attacks
Cache attacks exploit timing side channels over shared CPU caches to detect victim memory accesses and leak information. Common variants are flush+reload [98] (F+R) and prime+probe [69] (P+P). F+R flushes a target shared cache line, waits for the victim to access it, reloads the cache line, and measures the latency. If the reload is fast (i.e., a cache hit), then the victim must have accessed the shared cache line. P+P can operate even without shared memory between attacker and victim since it detects accesses to a (shared) cache set. In P+P, attackers first build eviction sets [82, 95] (i.e., sets of memory addresses that map to the same cache set and with at least as many elements as the cache’s associativity). Accessing an eviction set replaces all the cache lines in the corresponding cache set. Briefly, in modern architectures all the cache lines in an eviction set correspond to data at the same offset of their respective memory pages. We say that these cache lines, and the corresponding eviction set (and hence their pages), have the same color. Under P+P, attackers access an eviction set to prime the target cache set. After a potential victim operation, the target cache set is probed using the eviction set to measure the access latency. A slow probe (i.e., a cache miss) signals the victim’s activity.

2.4 Speculative Execution Attacks
Modern CPUs execute instructions ahead-of-schedule to increase performance, e.g., to hide memory-access delays. This is done by predicting the outcome of control-flow decisions, which cannot be determined yet, and speculatively executing instructions based on these predictions. CPUs contain multiple predictors, both for conditional and indirect (i.e., pointer-based) branch instructions. Results produced during this speculation window are “parked” until the branch instruction completes, i.e., the instruction is retired. If the prediction fails, the CPU discards the parked results, leaving no trace in architectural state (e.g., registers and memory). However, speculative execution does leave observable results, or side effects, in the microarchitectural state of the processor (e.g., the cache), even if the instructions operated on privileged data [61].

This observation has led to numerous attacks [53, 61, 94], coined speculative (or transient) execution attacks, where a local attacker exfiltrates data from the kernel. The attacks massage the microarchitectural state (e.g., by manipulating the state of branch predictors) to force controlled speculative execution and run specific gadgets that access sensitive data. By carefully picking the gadgets, traces of that data are left in the microarchitectural state and can be exfiltrated using a cache attack such as P+P.

For instance, in a Spectre-BCB (v1) attack, attackers may pick kernel gadgets that perform speculative out-of-bounds accesses determined by a syscall-controlled value $x$:

$$\text{if } (x < \text{array1.size})$$
$$\text{y = array2[array1[x] * 4896];}$$

Attackers first force the if-protected statement to be speculatively executed (e.g., by training the branch predictor with a sequence of small values for $x$). They then provide an out-of-bound $x$ to speculatively read an arbitrary value in the conditional branch and use it as an index into array2. Finally, they use a cache attack to infer the array index and leak the value of array1[x].

Similarly, in a Spectre-BTB (v2) attack, attackers poison the Branch Target Buffer (BTB) to speculatively hijack indirect calls to a controlled target (e.g., by repeatedly issuing indirect branches to a colluding user address). By carefully picking a target gadget, attackers can again use a cache attack to exfiltrate the data.

Kernel mitigations against these attacks perform ad-hoc array index masking to thwart user-controllable speculative out-of-bounds accesses [21] and either prevent user-level indirect branch poisoning with hardware support [46] or stall indirect branch speculation using Retpolines [88]. None of these (and other) mitigations affects BlindSide, which (i) exploits conditional branch mispredictions (a la Spectre-BCB) but does not rely on (masked) user-controlled array gadgets; (ii) exploits speculative control-flow hijacking (a la Spectre-BTB) but does not rely on indirect branch mispredictions—based on poisoning the BTB or other buffers [90].

3 THREAT MODEL
We assume a realistic threat model with an attacker who is able to execute code on the target machine. We further assume that the attacker has access to a software vulnerability in the higher-priviledged code that allows her to overwrite code pointers. The attacker’s goal is to exploit the vulnerability to escalate privileges. While this scenario is common in browsers, OS kernels, or hypervisors, in this paper we mostly focus on a modern Linux kernel with all the mitigations enabled. To defend against software vulnerabilities, the Linux kernel enforces common mitigations against control-flow hijacking attacks such as DEP, stack canaries, and (possibly fine-grained and leakage-resistant) randomization. It also enforces SMAP, and NX-physmap to prevent ret2usr [50] and ret2dir [49] attacks. To defend against fault-based speculative execution attacks, the Linux kernel enforces Kernel Page Table Isolation (KPTI) to mitigate Meltdown [61], encodes swapped page table entries to mitigate Foreshadow [89], and flushes microarchitectural buffers to mitigate MDS [94]. To defend against Spectre, the Linux kernel restricts indirect branch speculation or instead uses retpolines to mitigate speculative hijacking of code pointers [88]. It also utilizes array-index masking to mitigate unauthorized out-of-bound memory accesses [21].

4 SPECULATIVE PROBING
Starting from the ability to corrupt a code pointer, speculative probing relies on the ability to speculatively hijack the control flow to a controlled target in the victim (e.g., the kernel). On the surface,
When the speculative execution reaches the indirect call site for our speculative probing exploits discussed in Section 6. For instance, in a classic KASLR attack, the attacker can repeatedly hijack speculative execution to controlled targets and craft a variety of speculative probing primitives tailored to each specific exploitation scenario. For instance, in a classic KASLR code-reuse scenario we need specialized probing primitives to locate the base address of code, heap/physmap (i.e., the memory area where modern kernels map practically all physical memory in a direct mapping), and the heap object storing the code-reuse payload [49]. On the other hand, in face of fine-grained randomization, we need more general, albeit less efficient, arbitrary memory read primitives [73, 91], which in our case we implement speculatively.

We distinguish between Stage 1 and Stage 2 primitives, where Stage 1 denotes fundamental probing primitives that can be blindly used without any a priori knowledge of the code location/layout, while Stage 2 primitives use Stage 1 primitives to find gadgets targeting specific exploitation scenarios. Primitives to find executable pages (code region probing) and gadgets (gadget probing) are in the former category, while example primitives we use to find the region containing heap/physmap (data region probing), target objects inside the heap (object probing), or arbitrary memory content using a Spectre gadget (Spectre probing), are all in the latter.

5.1 Code Region Probing

In any code-reuse attack, the first step is to identify the location of code regions in memory. In the presence of coarse-grained KASLR, finding the base of the kernel code is already sufficient to disclose the predictable location of all the necessary gadgets.

As we see in Figure 1a, probing for code consists of several steps. First, the attacker uses the software vulnerability to overwrite a victim code pointer. The next step is to train the CPU’s predictor to dereference the corrupted code pointer speculatively next time the kernel code executes. Then the attacker primes (fills) part of the cache with an eviction set. After these preparatory steps, the attacker issues a syscall to speculatively hijack the control flow to a desired location. Even if the location is invalid or not executable, there will be no crashes, since the speculative execution will mask all exceptions. However, if the target location contains (arbitrary, even invalid) code on an executable page, the executed code speculatively fills the corresponding cache lines. By subsequently probing the matching cache sets with $p+p$, the attacker determines if the address is in the cache (and thus if the chosen target page is executable).

5.2 Gadget Probing

In the presence of fine-grained and possibly leakage-resistant randomization, code region probing alone is insufficient to find all the necessary gadgets. Instead, we need to blindly locate specific gadgets in the randomized code regions. Primitives of interest include traditional code-reuse fragments as well as speculative execution (e.g., Spectre) gadgets. As before, we use a speculative probing primitive, but this time we look for specific signals in the cache.
the cache behavior of code fragments may be quite diverse, we can optimize the search by limiting ourselves to gadgets (or their neighbors [81]) that announce their presence using an easily detectable signal. For instance, we may target a gadget dereferencing a pointer that the attacker controls and check if the corresponding cache set gets activated. Gadget probing is illustrated in Figure 1b.

In principle, the attacker can observe arbitrary microarchitectural side effects due to accesses to code pages, data pages, and combinations thereof, but the current BlindSide attack targets cache behavior that attackers can observe both efficiently and reliably. In particular, we focus on gadgets for which successful execution activates one particular cache set that is under control of the attacker (and as noise free as possible).

As an example, suppose we want to probe for a Spectre gadget as shown in Figure 1b. In this case, the buffer overflow overwrites an object that also contains a function pointer. The values overwritten by the overflow are controlled by the attacker. Since we control the values that the target Spectre gadget consumes, we can configure those values in a way that they leave a signal in an expected cache set. We now start probing different code locations until we observe a signal that indicates a successful detection of a Spectre gadget.

Note that the only vulnerability-specific aspects here are the registers that point to the overwritten memory and the size of the buffer overflow, but BlindSide is agnostic to both: as long as it sees activity in the target cache set, it knows that it has found an appropriate gadget. For this reason, our current gadget probing implementation focuses on gadgets for which the correct behavior
culminates in (and can be verified by) the activation of a single cache set selected by the attacker. However, this is not a strict requirement and more elaborate fingerprinting is possible (but unnecessary for practical exploitation, as shown by our end-to-end exploits).

For different gadgets, the detection of such behavior may take slightly different forms. For instance, suppose we are looking for a traditional (B)ROP gadget such as `pop reg; ret;` for some register. In that case, there is no direct reference to the target cache set by the gadget. To detect such gadgets, the attacker can look at the call site for the use of the register upon successful completion of the gadget. After all, when code dereferences the register after the return, the appropriate cache set gets activated. In other words, it does not matter how the code activates the selected cache set, as long as one can infer the behavior of the target gadget from it.

Finally, it is helpful to discuss the usefulness of gadget probing in general even if it can leak a Spectre gadget already. Given a Spectre gadget, the attacker can probe the address space more directly. However, while the Spectre gadget is convenient for exploitation, as we discuss in Section 6.5, it is unable to bypass certain leakage-resistant randomization schemes. Gadget probing is not subject to these limitations, but the analysis of cache traces for each necessary gadget requires additional effort on behalf of the attacker.

### 5.3 Data Region Probing

While the Stage 1 primitives give attackers all that is needed to launch an exploit, solely relying on Stage 1 may not be efficient. For instance, probing the entire address space with the Spectre gadget is slow as each value that the gadget reads requires probing many cache sets (some of which may be quite noisy), even when the attackers do not care about the actual value. As an example, it is common for exploits to require the base address of a data region like heap/physmap, regardless of its content (see the exploits in §6).

For this scenario, Figure 1c shows how data region probing allows an attacker to find the kernel heap efficiently. In this case, we use a gadget that accesses memory via two chained dereferences. The gadget uses an attacker-controlled value on the corrupted page as a pointer to load another value from a target page. To verify that the target page is indeed mapped as a data page, we only need to check the cache sets at the attacker-controlled page offset. If one of these cache sets gets activated, then we know that the probe has succeeded in finding a mapped kernel data page.

### 5.4 Object Probing

Merely locating the base address of a data region is not always sufficient. For instance, some attacks require the location of specific user objects in the physmap. Moreover, as later detailed in Section 5.6, locating user objects in the physmap is useful to build a F+R [98] covert channel as a better alternative to P+P [69].

To conveniently accommodate such exploitation techniques, object probing allows attackers to scan memory for pointer signatures: pointers to a probe target of which the attacker knows the cache set. The procedure is shown in Figure 1d. The corrupted function pointer targets a gadget that uses an attacker-controlled value as a pointer to another pointer p2 that it subsequently dereferences. By checking the cache set corresponding to pt, attackers can tell if they found the address of the right object containing p2.

### 5.5 Spectre Probing

The most convenient primitive is given by a Spectre gadget that we can use to scan the content of memory directly. The Spectre gadget serves as a universal read primitive, as we can use it to dump the content of any memory region. For instance, we could use it to dump the full contents of the kernel code and data regions. Spectre probing could act as an alternative to object probing for locating data in physmap by leaking memory contents byte by byte (leaking mode). However, doing so is slow as each value needs explicit testing which requires probing a range of cache sets to see which one was activated. Moreover, some of the cache sets may be used a lot, leading to increased noise that slows down the attack.

For this reason, we can also efficiently use our Spectre probing in value testing mode, as illustrated in Figure 1e. In this case, the corrupted function pointer targets a Spectre gadget and the attacker configures memory such that the dereference in Line 4 hits a particular cache set if and only if the value that the Spectre gadget reads has the value that the attacker is looking for. By doing so, BlindSide greatly reduces the number of cache sets to probe during a scan. Note that the technique applies to both data and code pages. As we discuss in Section 6.5, certain mitigations, however, are immune against Spectre probing when leaking code pages. The attacker can instead use gadget probing in those circumstances.

### 5.6 Optimizations

#### Reducing Noise

During our P+P measurements for examining the state of the LLC, some cache sets always get accessed due to the code executed and data accessed by the measurement itself. These cache sets may conflict with the eviction sets that we use for checking the probe’s signal. The eviction sets associated with the accessed cache sets will always result in a slow probe which would falsely imply that it has the signal (i.e., a false positive). To learn the cache sets that are accessed by default, we collect a footprint of the cache by performing one round, using a `void` probe target (i.e., memory address 0x0) before the actual probing starts. We avoid these cache sets when probing our target address.

Cache attacks are noisy by nature, so once we find a signal, we need to verify it is a true positive. For verification, we adjust the offset in the probe target to another cache set. If that cache set also appears to show a signal, it means the signal was a true positive and that the probe target points to the sought element in memory.

#### Leveraging Flush+Reload

As P+P is known to be slow and sensitive to noise, replacing it with the faster and more noise-resistant Flush+Reload [98] attack is beneficial for the probes. F+R achieves its speed up mainly by allowing a lower number of measurement repetitions per probe and having a high signal confidence on a single hit, unlike P+P which requires more hits to validate the signal. Appendix A presents a detailed comparison between P+P and F+R used with our primitives.

However, unlike P+P, F+R requires the attacker and victim to share memory. Observe that the kernel heap (or physmap) is implicitly “shared” between the user process and the kernel and can be used to build an efficient F+R covert channel. Specifically, the attacker can map a F+R buffer in user memory backed by 2 MB huge pages and put a signature in the beginning. To locate kernel mapping of such buffer, the attacker relies on Spectre probing to
scan the physmap for the signature at 2 MB intervals. After this step, the attacker can use Spectre probing again to access the buffer via its kernel mapping, but now perform F+R (instead of P+F) using the user mapping to leak information. If huge pages are not available, the attacker can rely on side channels to detect a 2 MB user memory alignment [28, 47] or resort to spraying 4 KB pages with a unique page id attached to the signature to reduce the search space.

Our results show that F+R improves the speed of the probes on average more than 5x, which is in line with numbers reported in the literature [93]. As we shall see next, we use F+R in two of our three exploits after leaking the kernel heap and the user page within it.

6 EXPLOITATION

In this section, we present three proof-of-concept (PoC) exploits. The first exploit uses our Stage 1 code region probing primitive to bypass standard code KASLR, our Stage 2 data region probing to bypass heap KASLR, and finally our Stage 2 object probing primitive to detect the location of our ROP payload. This allows us to mount an end-to-end just-in-time code-reuse exploit and gain reliable code execution in the kernel using a single heap buffer overflow vulnerability. The second exploit first uses our Stage 1 code region probing and gadget probing to find a Stage 2 Spectre probing primitive to leak arbitrary information from the victim kernel’s data region. We use this primitive to mount an architectural end-to-end data-only exploit using a microarchitectural speculative code-reuse exploit, which, as an example, leaks the root password hash. The exploit structurally bypasses fine-grained, leakage-resistant randomization and other mitigations against (architectural) code reuse such as CFI [3] which have been deployed in secure production kernels [2]. Our last exploit shows how the Spectre probing primitive can be more powerful than traditional arbitrary memory read primitives, demonstrating how it can directly read code and enable (architectural) just-in-time code reuse in the face of software-based eXecute-only-Memory (XoM) for the kernel [71].

The ultimate goal of the exploits is elevating privileges by executing a ROP payload crafted with the disclosed gadgets to disable the SMAP and SMEP protections and allow user-space code to change the process’ credentials, or by compromising the root password. First, we briefly discuss the vulnerability and shared initialization of the exploits, then we go over how we used the probing primitives, and finally we discuss how we achieve privilege escalation in the exploits, then we go over how we used the probing primitives.

6.1 Vulnerability

For our exploits, we use a heap buffer overflow in the Linux kernel (CVE-2017-7308). This bug applies to AF_PACKET sockets with a TPACKET_V3 ring buffer. We used Konovalov’s detailed write up on this vulnerability [56] to start off our exploits.

In the original exploit, once the vulnerable ring buffer is initialized, only a fixed offset beyond the buffer can be overwritten. In our exploits, we create two such vulnerable objects. The first object serves to corrupt (adjust) the fixed write offset stored in the second. This results in a non-linear out-of-bound write through the second object with a range of up to 64 KB (due to the offset being of type unsigned short). For details about how the out-of-bound write is triggered, we point the interested readers to Konovalov’s write-up.

Note that BlindSide can work with any vulnerability that provides a write primitive similar to the one used here. Examples include CVE-2017-1000112, CVE-2017-7294, and CVE-2018-5532.

6.2 Speculative Probing Initialization

For speculative probing, we exploit a conditional branch and an indirect branch combination in the code related to sockets. We place a socket object adjacent to the out-of-bound write primitive and corrupt its function pointer consumed by the indirect branch for probing. We trigger the execution of the conditional and indirect branch combination using a sendto system call.

To ensure that the conditional branch is taken towards the indirect branch by default, we prepare a non-corrupted socket object for the purpose of training the execution of the conditional branch towards the indirect branch. To trigger speculation, we flip the direction of the conditional branch by simply corrupting the conditional data using the out-of-bound write vulnerability. To ensure that speculation succeeds in reaching our target indirect branch, we spawn a thread on a separate core to constantly evict the conditional data from the cache and maximize the speculation window.

6.3 Exploit 1: Breaking Coarse-grained KASLR

In our first exploit, we focus on applying BlindSide to the stock Linux kernel with default mitigations including KASLR. The exploit targets a vulnerability in the stock Linux kernel version 4.8.0 compiled with gcc and all mitigations enabled on a machine with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1270 v6 @ 3.80GHz and 16 GB of RAM. We repeat all our experiments 5 times and report the median, with marginal deviations across runs. In each experiment, we set the number of probing repetitions and hits to the minimum number necessary to achieve a 100% success rate (0% error rate) in our repeated attempts on an idle system. See Appendix A for more details on the impact of repetitions on our probing primitives.

Locating kernel image. To discover the base of the kernel image (i.e., code and adjacent data), we perform code region probing on memory range 0xfffffffff80000000 - 0xfffffffffc000000 (1 GB) with a step size of 8 MB. The kernel image size is a little over 8 MB. Once we get a hit, we lower the step size to 2 MB and restart probing from the last unmapped page. Note that the kernel image is mapped with huge pages and thus aligned to 2 MB. Once we know the base of the kernel image, we know the location of all gadgets.

Locating the kernel heap. To build the ROP payload, we need to leak its location in memory in order to use payload pointers inside the payload. We first use data region probing to locate the kernel heap and then use object probing starting from the base of the heap. We use the following gadget in both probes:

```assembly
mov rax, qword ptr [rbx + 0x158]
```

Listing 1: Gadget in uncore_pmu_event_start and at kernel image offset 0x146a3.
For data region probing, we use the first two instructions and, for object probing, we use all three instructions. The rbx register points to the socket object which we corrupt for speculative probing. We probe for the heap base in memory range 0xffff8000000000 - 0xfffff400000000 (i.e., a 28 TB memory range which we found empirically). Ideally we would use a 16 GB step size, but we noticed an unmapped gap of 1 GB in the heap. To avoid such gaps, we instead use a step size of 8 GB (and 1 GB on the slow path).

**Results.** While searching for a data page, we measured a probing speed of 36.4 pages per second with 36 repetitions per cache set. On average, it takes around 49.2s to find the heap base (i.e., on average located in the middle of the possible range).

**Locating the ROP payload.** Once we find the heap base, we use object probing to find the ROP payload’s location. Essentially, we search for the location where we have the out-of-bound write capabilities as we write the ROP payload at that location. We start the probe at the discovered heap base and use a step size of 0x8000 bytes as the vulnerable buffer used for the out-of-bound write is aligned to 0x8000. Once we observe a signal through our object probing primitive, it means that we have disclosed the location of the target ROP payload.

**Results.** While searching for the target location, we measured a probing speed of 3,910.8 pages per second on average with 43 repetitions per cache set. On average, it takes around 67.0s to find our target object if it is located in the middle of the heap.

### 6.4 Exploit 2: Speculative Data-only Attacks

In our second exploit, we assume state-of-the-art mitigations against code reuse and speculative execution to be enabled. In this exploitation scenario, starting after the code region probing step detailed earlier, we use our gadget probing primitive to find a Stage 2 Spectre probing primitive.

**Locating a Spectre gadget.** We pick the following out-of-band Spectre gadget to be probed using our gadget probing:

```
0x4f8990: // function prologue
...
0x4f89a4: mov r13, rdi
0x4f89a7: push r12
0x4f89a9: push rdx
0x4f89aa: mov r12, qword ptr [rdi + 0x2f8]
0x4f89ab: mov rdx, qword ptr [r12]
0x4f89b0: cmp r12, r14
0x4f89b1: je 0xfffffffff88cf8a0f
0x4f89b2: cmp byte ptr [r13 + 0x3b0], 0
0x4f89b3: mov esi, dword ptr [r12 + 0x28]
0x4f89b4: je 0xfffffffff88cb9f7
0x4f89b5: mov rdx, qword ptr [r13 + 0x380]
0x4f89b6: mov eax, esi
0x4f89b7: cmp rax, qword ptr [rdx + rax*8]
```

Listing 2: Gadget in **vp_del_vqs** and at kernel image offset 0x4f89a4. The rdi register points to the packet socket object.

While probing for this gadget, we arrange the memory at the corrupted function pointer such that, when our probe targets this gadget, the instruction at 0x4f89d2 leaves a signal in an expected cache set. Data to be leaked (i.e., `rax`) is added to an array pointer (i.e., `rdx`) and then the resulting pointer is dereferenced. Note that the data pointer (i.e., `r12`) and the array pointer are both loaded from the non-linear out-of-bound write region using the `rdi` register. This means we only need to provide the gadget with valid pointers to dereference in order to get a signal in our target cache set. Next we look at two important aspects of our Spectre gadget before discussing two optimizations to speed up the execution of the exploit using this gadget.

**Bypassing mitigations.** Note that our target gadget is resistant to both Spectre (since it is out-of-band and not protected by array index masking) and randomization mitigations. In particular, since this gadget does not feature function calls or branching code, it is resistant to function-level and basic block-level randomization by construction. We also experimentally confirmed our gadget is resilient to FGKASLR [4]—a recent fine-grained function-level randomization scheme proposed by Intel and currently being considered for the mainline Linux kernel.

Moreover, all the gadget’s required inputs are derived from the rdi register which cannot be randomized with register-level randomization since it is an argument (not a general-purpose) register [23]. Hence, our Spectre gadget has no internal entropy and we assume how one can still leak sensitive information using Spectre probing. As an example, we aim to leak the root password hash in the physmap with a write vulnerability can perform speculative attacks on a wide range of recent production Linux kernel versions even when blind to the particular kernel version.

**Optimization: single cache set.** Since we have only leaked the kernel image location so far, we can only provide pointers to the kernel image and not the heap. We use pointers to enum constants to be used as data pointers and a pointer to the kernel image as the array pointer. By using a code page as the array pointer, we are able to distinguish the color of the page through code region probing. Discovering the color of the array allows us to check for a signal in only one cache set out of the many that map to different colors.

**Optimization: function alignment.** Because the gadget still gives a signal when executed from the function entry point, we used a step size of 16 bytes (i.e., function entry point alignment).

**Results.** While searching for the Spectre gadget, we measured a probing speed of 0.43 of 2,465.0 code locations per second with 34 repetitions per cache set. On average, it takes around 12.7s to find the gadget (i.e., on average located in the middle of the code).

**Enabling flush+reload.** After leaking the kernel heap base similar to Exploit 1, we probe for a mapped user page with a signature in the physmap with a step size of 2 MB to enable F+R. We measured a probing speed of 2,465.0 pages per second with 34 repetitions per cache set. On average, it takes around 1.1s to find the target user page (i.e., on average located located in the middle of the physmap).

**Leaking the root password hash with Spectre probing.** Assuming strong mitigations against architectural code-reuse attacks, we show how one can still leak sensitive information using Spectre probing. As an example, we aim to leak the root password hash in a data-only attack.
We force the system to load the contents of the /etc/shadow file into the page cache by performing an unsuccessful authentication using sudo, similar in spirit to prior hardware-based attacks [72, 94]. The memory page that stores the contents of /etc/shadow file starts with the root:$ prefix. We use Spectre probing to leak the first 4 bytes of each 4KB page and in case of match with ‘root’, we verify the hit by also checking the 4 bytes ‘ot:$’ at page offset 2. Upon a match, we continue and leak the root password hash.

Results. While searching for the root:\$ snippet, we measured a probing speed using \texttt{f+r} with Spectre probing of 19,520.5 pages per second with 8 repetitions per cache line, looking for 1 hit in the target cache line. On average, it takes around 107.4s to find the snippet assuming that it is located in the middle of the kernel heap.

Cracking the root password hash. Assuming a default SHA-512 root password hash on Linux, a 60 node GPU cluster can brute-force an eight character alphanumeric password in roughly one hour [31]. On Amazon EC2 [1], this would cost less than $ 32.

6.5 Exploit 3: Breaking Software-based XoM

Our gadget probing primitive can leak gadgets regardless of the deployed randomization technique. The target gadgets, however, need to leave an observable trace in the LLC. Furthermore, analyzing the suitability of each gadget for gadget probing can be burdensome: as an example, our ROP chain requires eight gadgets for successful exploitation. In our last exploit, we show that our Spectre probing primitive provides a powerful arbitrary memory read primitive that can even \textit{speculatively read} code and bypass mitigations.

We simply aim our Spectre probing to the kernel image location to leak the code contents. To our surprise, this bypasses software-based XoM techniques for the kernel [71] by simply reading code blocks that are protected by code randomization. In particular, this simple strategy trivially bypasses the software-based range checks (skipped in nested speculative execution) proposed in [71] even when they are enhanced by hardware support (i.e., Intel MPX, whose bounds checks are also deferred in speculative execution). Other software-based implementations such as pointer masking [55] can also be bypassed with the right gadgets (i.e., by skipping over the mask operation), but we decided against complicating our exploit since pointer masking is anyway difficult to support in the kernel’s non-linear address space [71].

Our investigation also shows that execute-only memory defenses that rely on hardware-enforced permission checks such as EPT [14, 32] are protected against Spectre probing. This is due to the fact that speculative execution does not load data from the cache lines that are marked as execute-only by EPT.

Dealing with aliasing. While leaking the entire kernel code, we encountered multiple issues at certain memory addresses due to address aliasing handling in modern CPUs. An example was an aliasing issue caused by a stack store instruction at the beginning of the Spectre gadget. When the given load address to leak from happened to 4k-alias the address of the earlier stack store instruction, a stall introduced by the store-to-load forwarding logic [67, 83] disrupted the signal. To address this issue, an option is to chain together multiple speculative gadgets [8] and perform stack pivoting before executing the Spectre gadget. We confirmed this strategy eliminates the issue, but also requires blindly probing for another gadget. To lift this requirement, we opted for a simpler approach, namely having the PoC switch to the legacy int \texttt{0x80} syscall interface to misalign the kernel stack (compared to the regular syscall interface) when needed. Another example was an aliasing issue caused by a lock-prefixed load instruction in the vulnerable code path disrupting the signal when leaking from the same page offset. To address this issue, we relied on multiple vulnerable objects with different addresses for the lock-prefixed load instruction. By applying these and other aliasing remedies, we were able to leak all but 4 of the 8,961,112 kernel code bytes (due to residual aliasing issues). To recover the missing 4 bytes, rather than further complicating the exploit, one can simply perform disassembly and mount a straightforward code inference attack [81].

Results. After probing for a mapped user page to enable \texttt{f+r} similar to Exploit 2, we dumped the entire kernel code. We measured a leakage speed using \texttt{f+r} with Spectre probing of 2,645.7 bytes per second with 7 repetitions per cache line. This resulted in leaking the entire kernel code in around 56 minutes.

6.6 Exploit Finalization

We finalize the exploits by escalating privileges to root. For Exploit 2, we can simply use the cracked root password. For Exploit 1 and Exploit 3, we trigger the control-flow hijack in regular (non-speculative) execution, diverting to a ROP chain with 8 gadgets disclosed from the code region. The ROP chain disables SMAP/SMEP and finally diverts execution to user memory a la \texttt{ret2usr} [50]. Executing directly in user space releases the attacker from the complexities of a ROP attack. The user-space code essentially updates the credentials of the controlled process to root as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
commit_creds(prepare_kernel_creds());
\end{verbatim}

Listing 3: Code snippet updating process credentials to root.

To build the ROP chain, we use the disclosed ROP payload location as a way to move a value from one register to another since we miss a convenient gadget that does this specifically for the rax\texttt{-rdi} transfer. Essentially, we need to move an updated control register value from rax into rdi, which we then move to the CR4 control register to disable SMAP/SMEP. We achieve the transfer by writing the value in rax back into the ROP payload and then popping it again into rdi. During the just-in-time ROP payload preparation, we use the payload’s disclosed location to prepare a pointer in the payload that points to the ROP payload location where a ‘pop rdi; ret’ gadget pops from.

After privilege escalation, the user-space code restores the kernel stack pointer and returns to the hijacked indirect branch to continue normal execution instead of instantly context switching to the user-space using an iret instruction. Resuming normal execution from the hijacked indirect branch ensures that locked resources are released.

7 DETAILED ANALYSIS

We have so far evaluated the throughput of our probing primitives and the time to reliably complete the corresponding exploitation steps. In this section, we present additional experiments to show (i) we can effectively exploit kernel indirect branches to implement our speculative control-flow hijacking building block for blind probing (Stage 1) and (ii) exploit disclosed kernel code to implement...
Listing 4: Code snippet in our kernel module. The comment illustrates the body of the targeted function. FID is a hardcoded function id, distinct for each function.

usable gadgets for more informed probing (Stage 2). We refer the interested reader to Appendix A for a detailed analysis on the impact of the number of repetitions on the success rate of our speculative probing primitives.

For our gadget analysis, we used the Capstone (v4.0.1) disassembler and statically analyzed the vulnerable Linux kernel version 4.8.0 used for our proof-of-concept exploits. To find potentially exploitable indirect branches on the same kernel version, we used the Idapro (v7.2) interactive disassembler. We preferred Idapro over Capstone for this analysis as we performed backward analysis from the indirect branches which required the cross-reference information added by Idapro.

To verify that the identified indirect branches, and speculative probing in general, are not hindered by state-of-the-art mitigations against speculative execution attacks, we tested a recent (non-vulnerable) Linux kernel version 5.3.0-40-generic with all the mitigations (e.g., Retpoline) enabled on an Intel i7-8565U CPU with the microcode update for the IBPB, IBRS and STIBP mitigations.

7.1 Mitigation Resistance

We evaluate speculative probing’s ability to bypass mitigations that explicitly seek to prevent speculative control-flow hijacking: Retpoline, IBPB, IBRS and STIBP. For this purpose, we create a kernel module with an indirect branch guarded by a conditional branch, both controlled by mock heap objects (see Listing 4).

For each test, we create two objects of the same type, each pointing to a different function through its fp pointer. When called, these functions leave a unique and easily measurable fingerprint in the cache. In the first object, fp_enabled is set to 1 to train the branch predictor towards calling fp on line 5. In the second it is set to 0, so that the indirect branch is only reached speculatively—which is facilitated by the c1Flush and mfence operations. We use the first (training) object five times, followed by one run with the second.

For the experiment, we perform 1,000 iterations per configuration, where each iteration consists of 10,000 tests as described above. After each test, we probe the cache for hits that reveal which function, if any, was speculatively executed. In each configuration, we apply mitigations individually, with and without flushing the object’s function pointer—to verify that the mitigations work correctly by nudging speculative execution towards the training function. Finally, we include a test with two threads, where each thread continuously uses one of the objects. This aims to test whether IBRS and STIBP prevent indirect branch-target poisoning across logical CPU cores. Table 1 shows our results.

As expected, the results show that the mitigations prevent speculative execution of the training function, with (close to) 0% success rates for all mitigations. However, the CPU did speculatively execute the indirect branch and its target function in many cases, reaching (close to) 100% success rates across all mitigations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defense</th>
<th>Flush FP</th>
<th>Target Function Success (Avg. Hits)</th>
<th>Training Function Success (Avg. Hits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>100.0% (9999.93)</td>
<td>43.3% (0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retpoline</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>100.0% (9999.96)</td>
<td>0.0% (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBPB</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>100.0% (292.32)</td>
<td>0.0% (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBRS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>99.3% (35.26)</td>
<td>0.2% (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIBP</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>99.7% (38.09)</td>
<td>0.0% (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>19.1% (13.03)</td>
<td>100.0% (21.06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: BlindSide’s speculative probing vs. mitigations. Success rate indicates the percentage of iterations in which the function pointed to by FP executed speculatively. Avg. Hits indicates the average of total hits in all iterations.

In addition to the Intel Whiskey Lake CPU in our evaluation, we confirmed similar results on Intel Xeon E3-1505M v5, Xeon E3-1270 v6 and Core i9-9900K CPUs, based on the Skylake, Kaby Lake and Coffee Lake microarchitectures, respectively, as well as on AMD Ryzen 7 2700X and Ryzen 7 3700X CPUs, which are based on the Zen+ and Zen2 microarchitectures. Overall, our results confirm speculative probing is effective on a modern Linux system on different microarchitectures, hardened with the latest mitigations.

7.2 Availability of Indirect Branches

For indirect branches to be exploitable by speculative probing, we need them to be relatively close to the nearest conditional branch that controls their execution. Furthermore, the closer the indirect branch is to the conditional branch, the more cycles from the speculation window are available for the instructions executed speculatively at the target of the indirect branch.

To study the prevalence of exploitable branches, we employed static analysis with a conservative definition of control-dependent indirect branches. In particular, we say that an indirect branch is control-dependent on a conditional branch if one conditional branch target dominates the indirect branch while the other target has no path to the indirect branch. For simplicity, our analysis caps the maximum number of instructions to 50, and while our analysis is interprocedural and may include multiple calls in a call stack (e.g., the conditional branch may be in the caller of the function that contains the indirect branch), we exclude additional call-return pairs between the conditional branch and the indirect branch.

Figure 2 depicts the results of gathering the shortest distance, in number of instructions, between each indirect branch in the kernel and the closest preceding conditional branch on which it depends. Even with our conservative analysis, we found that 7,929 (more than 50% of the total 15,762) indirect branches are control-dependent on a nearby conditional branch. The vast majority of the indirect branches are even very close to a conditional branch. For instance, over 90% are 10 or fewer instructions away from the closest preceding conditional branch on which they depend and around 75% are as close as 5 or fewer instructions away. These branches
account for over 45% and over 37% of the total number of indirect branches, respectively. Since a speculation window has the potential to execute hundreds of CPU cycles, this result confirms that a large number of indirect branches can indeed be executed within a speculation window while leaving ample room for speculative gadget execution.

7.3 Gadgets with Dereferences

For our proof-of-concept exploits, we were only interested in memory dereferencing gadgets where the registers RBX and RDI are dereferenced first for attacker-specified values. However, other exploits may rely on different registers. By means of an interprocedural analysis (of paths without call-return pairs), we collected all gadgets of up to 25 instructions that offered up to 4 chained memory dereferences originating from any general-purpose register, using the gadget templates described in earlier sections. Table 2 presents our results.

Since we searched for gadgets at any offset in the kernel image, gadgets starting at different offsets could end up at the same (last) memory dereferencing instruction in the chain of dereferences. For counting purposes, we considered such gadgets as a single gadget.

As shown in the table, there are numerous gadgets with memory dereferences in the kernel codebase, with significantly (4.6 to 10.5 times) more gadgets with 2 chained dereference than with 3, as expected. Furthermore, we observe that the distribution of gadget frequency per general-purpose register is in line with the System V AMD64 calling convention [62] used on Intel x86-64.

Gadgets with memory dereferences via callee-saved registers (i.e., RBX, RBP, and R12–R15) are highly prevalent. As these registers preserve their values while executing in the function, they are used for persistent computations. For example, it is common to move values from function argument registers (i.e., RDI, RSI, RDX, RCX, R8, and R9) to callee-saved registers in the function’s prologue and compute on such registers. The scratch register RAX is highly used in computations, which explains the large number of available gadgets. Finally, the first memory dereference of many of the gadgets with source register RBP happens on the local variable area of the function’s stack frame. Although numbers for Spectre gadgets are low, a single fitting gadget is sufficient. Also, if a vulnerability already pre-loads some of the necessary Spectre gadget input, we can relax the template of the Spectre gadget so that many more will be available. Overall, attackers can choose gadgets with a wide range of register-originating memory accesses, across both registers and memory areas.

8 MITIGATIONS

Preventing probes. BlindSide’s probes rely on the ability to control a memory error vulnerability and speculative execution. To hinder the former, there are a variety of memory safety solutions documented in literature, but they are expensive and have found limited applicability in practice. Moreover, an attacker may also opt for other vectors to corrupt code pointers in speculative execution, such as speculative memory corruption [52] or CPU bugs like LVI [90]. To hinder the latter, one could build on existing Spectre mitigations and treat indirect branches as potentially dangerous. For instance, building on Spectre-BCB mitigations, we would add fence instructions behind all the conditional branches that are shortly followed by indirect branch instructions. Unfortunately, our analysis shows these gadgets are pervasive and this strategy would severely limit the number of conditional branches that can benefit from speculation (and its performance gains).

Detecting probes. Unlike BROP-style probes, there is no software-supported mechanism to detect BlindSide’s probes; hardware support is needed. An option is for future Performance Monitoring Units (PMUs) to interrupt software execution after detecting an excessive number of “crashes” (i.e., exceptions) that occur during speculative execution. However, compared to regular execution, speculative execution is much more prone to accidental exceptions and even control-flow hijacks (due to relatively frequent mispredictions), hence a speculative anomaly detector may be more prone to false positives. For the same reason, hardware-supported (speculative) booby trapping [18, 23] seems difficult to come by.

Hindering probes. BlindSide’s probes rely on being able to observe microarchitectural side effects through a covert channel. As a result, we could hinder the probes by drawing from solutions that break covert channels. However, this is particularly challenging in the case of speculative probing, since an attacker may use arbitrary 1-bit covert channels to detect specific (even unaligned) gadgets, objects, etc. Moreover, the probes run in the context of the victim program, so partitioning microarchitectural resources by security
domain is not helpful. Hardware-enforced side-effect-free speculative execution would stop speculative execution attacks [51, 99], but none of the proposals have yet found practical applicability.

9 RELATED WORK

Here we complement the related work already discussed in §2, focusing on probing attacks, other software-based derandomization attacks, and microarchitectural attacks for software exploitation.

Probing attacks. Recent probing attacks focus on breaking information hiding-based defenses that use randomization as a building block. Missing the pointer [25] uses arbitrary memory read/write probes to scan the address space for low-entropy hidden regions. Thread spraying [35] shows similar probing attacks are possible against even high-entropy thread-local hidden regions when attackers can spawn many threads. Allocation oracles [68] exploit memory overcommit behavior to craft huge allocation probes and locate even max-entropy hidden regions with few or no crashes.

Defenses against prior probing attacks fall into two main classes. A first class protects valuable targets (e.g., hidden regions) with booby traps in code [18, 23] or data [68] regions to catch probing attempts and immediately flag detection. A second class employs explicit detection of anomalous probe-like events (e.g., crashes, huge allocations, etc.). An option is to simply raise an alert upon detection of a large number of anomalous events [35, 79]. More sophisticated techniques instead trigger just-in-time re-randomization [63], authentication [35], or hot patching [7]. In contrast to all existing attacks, BlindSide relies on speculative probing primitives to stealthily leak through microarchitectural side effects from crash-sensitive targets and bypass all such defenses.

Other derandomization attacks. We already discussed a class of leakage-resistant schemes [13, 14, 19, 22, 23, 32, 33, 40, 55, 59, 70, 71] based on execute-only memory for code in §2.1. These schemes are still vulnerable to generative attacks in scripting environments such as JavaScript [64] and data-driven disclosure attacks [73, 91] in the presence of information disclosure primitives. However, without such primitives, the attack surface for common systems software is believed to be limited. PIROP [36] shows position-independent code-reuse attacks are still possible with at least massaging primitives, but only against basic ASLR. In contrast, BlindSide can operate in absence of information disclosure primitives and bluntly craft such primitives despite fine-grained, leakage-resistant randomization.

Other schemes periodically re-randomize the address space to invalidate any leaked information [9, 18, 34, 97], but an attacker can still mount just-in-time attacks between randomization intervals [80] and frequent intervals can be costly for commodity kernels [71]. Other schemes suggest garbling code right after it is read to immediately invalidate any leaked code knowledge [84, 96], but an attacker can still indirectly infer the code layout [81].

Microarchitectural attacks. While early microarchitectural attacks such as classic cache side-channel attacks [69, 98] or even more recent attacks [5, 24, 37, 38, 67, 93] primarily focus on breaking crypto implementations, there is a large body of work on microarchitectural attacks to support software exploitation. Such attacks typically use side-channel disclosure to mimic limited memory read primitives [12, 26, 39] and fault attacks like Rowhammer to mimic limited memory write primitives [12, 20, 28, 29, 42, 72, 76, 85, 86, 92].

Most attacks use side channels to break basic ASLR, for instance by leaking information from MMU-induced cache accesses [39], branch predictors [26], and store-to-load forwarding [16]. Some attacks focus specifically on kernel-level ASLR (or KASLR), derandomizing the kernel address space using TLBs [45, 58], way predictors [60], cache prefetchers [41], hardware transactional memory [48], or speculation [17, 66].

Nonetheless, all these attacks cannot break more fine-grained randomization schemes. This was only believed possible by combining side-channel attacks with speculative execution vulnerabilities able to leak arbitrary values [15, 16, 43, 53, 61, 65, 75, 94], but such vulnerabilities are target of pervasive mitigation efforts on commodity platforms. In contrast, BlindSide bypasses all the state-of-the-art mitigations against speculative execution attacks, while bypassing even fine-grained leakage-resistant randomization.

10 CONCLUSION

Code-reuse attacks and defenses have been extensively studied in the past decade. As the community now devotes much attention to new classes of attacks such as those concerned with speculative execution vulnerabilities, the common assumption is that the well-understood code-reuse attack surface is "stable". In this paper, we revisited this assumption and uncovered complex interactions between traditional code-reuse and the emerging speculative execution threat models—allowing us to generalize both. We presented BlindSide, a new exploitation technique that leverages an under-explored property of speculative execution (i.e., crash/execution suppression) to craft speculative probing primitives and lower the bar for software exploitation. We showed our primitives can be used to mount powerful, stealthy BROP-style attacks against the kernel with a single memory corruption vulnerability, without crashes and bypassing strong Spectre/randomization-based mitigations.
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A APPENDIX A - IMPACT OF REPETITIONS

This appendix details the impact of repetitions on the success rate of individual probes of the primitives used in our exploits. In our experiments, we arrange memory such that the probes are expected to give a signal. We report experimental results (Figures 3-7) on the setup detailed earlier and measured over 20 runs.

Note that for the noise-sensitive Primer Probe (Pr+P), we require a certain number of hits on the target page to assert with a high certainty that we have a signal. We express this amount as a threshold in percentage indicating the required minimum number of hits out of the total number of measurement repetitions. We compute the threshold for each primitive that uses Pr+P by taking the minimum number of hits in 100 measurements over 20 runs and reduce this number by 10% to cover potential outliers. We then use the calculated threshold to determine whether we obtain a signal over the given number of measurement repetitions. For example, a success rate of 90% means that for the given number of repetitions per run, the number of hits exceeded the calculated threshold in 90% of the 20 runs. For Pr+P-based probing, we picked the lowest number of repetitions with a 100% success rate (highlighted with a dot in Figures 3-6).

For the more noise-resistant Flush+Reload (Fr+R), we found that having a single hit at the expected cache line is sufficient to assert that we have a signal (i.e., for gadget probing and Spectre probing in testing mode). This is because the verification step is sufficient to weed out false hits caused by the prefetcher—our Spectre gadget loads consecutive cache lines for consecutive Fr+R buffer offsets. As such, for calibration, we picked the maximum of repetitions (8) required to produce the first hit across 20 runs (N = 1 in Figure 7).

However, when we do not know which cache line will produce a signal (i.e., for Spectre probing in leaking mode), it is preferable to aim for more hits. We found 2 hits to be sufficient to avoid interference from the prefetcher in practice for our gadget. As such, for calibration, we initially picked the maximum of repetitions (9) required to produce the first 2 hits across 20 runs (N = 2 in Figure 7). As an optimization, we lowered this value to 7 repetitions without reducing the (100%) success rate, since the redundancy offered by our gadget in leaking mode allowed us to efficiently detect and recover from occasionally erroneous leaked byte values.

Figure 3: Success rate vs. number of repetitions to sample the target cache signal with Pr+P for our code region probing primitive (calculated threshold: 78.3%).

Figure 4: Success rate vs. number of repetitions to sample the target cache signal with Pr+P and Fr+R for our data region probing primitive (calculated thresholds: 52.2%).

Figure 5: Success rate vs. number of repetitions to sample the target cache signal with Pr+P and Fr+R for our object probing primitive (calculated thresholds: ≈49%).

Figure 6: Success rate vs. number of repetitions to sample the target cache signal with Pr+P and Fr+R for our gadget probing and Spectre probing (testing mode) primitives (calculated thresholds: 45.0% and 27.9%, respectively).

Figure 7: Frequency of the number of repetitions at which the first or second hit was seen in the user page using the Spectre gadget with Fr+R. When using Spectre probing in testing (leaking) mode we consult the histogram with N=1 (N=2).